Education Solutions

Educational institutions across the country are graduating to a higher level of
organization and space efficiency with the aide of storage and workspace
solutions from Lista. Utilizing a modular, building block approach, schools are
custom outfitting classrooms, research labs, support services, facility maintenance and office areas with durable, versatile storage cabinets, the Storage
Wall ® system, workbenches and workstations that make smart use of every
inch of available space.

Lista: Helping Schools
Make Smart Use of Space.
At the core of each Lista storage solution is the unique Lista
drawer, which can be subdivided into custom compartments to
store a wide array of supplies, tools, instruments and sundry
items of varying shape and size.
Lista storage and workspace solutions are ideally suited to the
needs of schools. To help you accomplish your goals, Lista
solutions:

maximize available space
provide more clean, organized and secure storage
are rugged and durable for decades of use
en are modular, versatile furnishings for classroom settings
are ergonomically designed to reduce stress and strain
can complement the unique aesthetic characteristics of
your facility
can be custom-configured to meet your specific needs
protect expensive instruments, supplies and valuables

Classrooms are a place for transformation, and classroom furniture should be
as flexible and configurable as the learning environment itself. Lista’s easily
reconfigurable, highly ergonomic Arlink® 8000 workstation systems are the
perfect solution for a variety of instructional settings. Arlink 8000 workstations can be configured for electrical and data uses, have shelves and accessories that are a cinch to reposition, can be configured in space-saving clusters
ideal for classroom settings and are easily changed as needs evolve.

Arlink 8000 Workstations Make Computer Labs Work
at Illinois Institute of Technology.
®

Planning. Carefully designed architecture. Meticulous execution. These
steps in designing a computer are equally important when designing and
installing classroom furniture. At the Illinois Institute of Technology’s (IIT)

“

It was very important
that we get a custom
solution for our labs, and

Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, the process of selecting

Lista worked closely with

and mapping out new furnishings for the department’s numerous teaching

us to achieve a custom-

and research labs started by partnering with Lista and choosing our Arlink
8000 workstation system. The department’s criteria were many, beginning
with contemporary, good-looking, space-saving and ergonomically sound
furniture. IIT needed a solution that would enable students to have plenty

tailored plan. The Arlink
8000 workstations are
really fantastic.

”

of room for their myriad test and measuring equipment, where they could

Dr. Erdal Oruklu

work for many hours in ergonomic comfort. Further, the workstations had

Assistant Professor,

to be customizable to meet
the different needs of the
department’s many labs.
The result: a uniform,
handsome suite of labs
furnished with customdesigned Arlink 8000
workstations that works
perfectly.

Electrical &
Computer
Engineering Dept.
Illinois Institute of
Technology

Students can be tough on equipment. So whether they’re in a hands-on shop
or the classroom, vocational technology students benefit from the durability of
Lista’s storage solutions. The heavy-duty Storage Wall ® system can store a wide
range of tools, parts, instruments and supplies no matter their shape or size.
Our drawer cabinets are perfect for the organized, high-density storage of tools
and parts, and cabinets with shelves and roll-out trays hold a variety of heavy,
bulky items. Whatever your storage needs, Lista has what you’re looking for.

Four Rivers Career Center
Stores the Tools of All Trades with Lista.
When the Four Rivers Career Center moved into their new state-of-theart building, they had to equip a number of educational shops, including
areas where welding technology, auto technology, machine tool technology
and collision repair technology are taught in a hands-on setting. The school
needed durable products that could stand up to the students’ hard use,
that would provide much-needed organization, and that provided good
looks that would reflect on the Center’s high standards. Four Rivers
invested in a variety of Lista products, including heavy-duty Storage
Wall ® systems, drawer storage cabinets, shelf cabinets and workbenches.

“

We needed durable
products that will still be
around in 20 to 30 years.
We’ve been thoroughly
satisfied with our Lista
solution. We’ve got a
first-class looking
environment now, and

The products’ qual-

when we need more

ity and durability

furnishings, we’ll buy

has more than met

more Lista.

their expectations,
and instructors particularly appreciate
the organization
that the products’
modular storage has
afforded them.

”

Steve Matyas
Director
Four Rivers Career
Center

In schools, looks matter. Aesthetically pleasing surroundings can play a vital
role in encouraging students, faculty and staff throughout the learning
process. Handsome, attractive Lista products stand up to daily wear and tear
while retaining their functionality and good looks. From classroom tables to
student lockers, from heavy-use student workshops to public areas, Lista’s
products are built to withstand decades of use without looking abused.

Lista Workstations Make an Art of Workspace at the
School of the Art Institute of Chicago.
The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, a leader in art education for
over 140 years, is constantly changing and growing to meet the needs of
its diverse educational goals. As part of its commitment to world-class

“

Lista’s products are
bullet-proof. Working
with the company has

resources, SAIC has partnered with Lista for a number of years to equip

been a great experience.

its classrooms and studios with handsome, functional, durable work-

Lista never says ‘no, you

benches, tables, storage and workspace furniture. In such different disciplines as silkscreening, etching, ceramics, printmaking and architecture,
Lista-equipped work areas continue to meet student and faculty needs.
From planning and
design to execution,

can’t do that.’ We
collaborate to make
design decisions, the way
you would with a high-

the Lista team part-

end office furniture

ners with SAIC staff

company. Yet their pricing

to provide CAD draw-

is still competitive.

ings, room layouts
and unique solutions.
Lista’s ability to customize its products to

Tom Buechele

”

Executive Director
for Facilities,

meet specific needs

Operations and

has made its products

Capital Planning

the solution of choice.

SAIC

A school is only as good as its support system, and science support departments deserve the same high-quality products that students use. Lista storage
and workspace products provide durable, high-density, versatile solutions that
enable support groups to maintain an institution’s high standards. From workbenches for a wide range of fabrication, assembly and repair tasks to mobile
cabinets and workbenches that bring organized storage and worksurfaces
right where they’re needed, Lista helps support departments make the grade.

Lista Helps Simon Fraser University
Get Storage Down to a Science.

“

The Lista stuff is rugged

Simon Fraser University, one of Canada’s leading research universities,

– it won’t fall apart like

supports its extensive research programs with the Science Technical

other products I’ve seen.

Centre’s machine, glass and electronics shops. The shops’ high standards

I’m amazed at how

inevitably led them to invest in Lista storage

compactly things like

and workbench products. In the machine shop,
Lista products include cabinets and mobile cabi-

semi-conductors fit into

nets to store a variety of CNC tools, work-

drawers. Lista storage

benches with the Nexus accessory system,

products and work-

mobile workcenters and Control Stations. The

benches are the best
product on the market.

Ray Holland
Supervisor,
Electronics Shop
Simon Fraser
University

”

glass shop features a cluster of workbenches
with phenolic resin worksurfaces and large
drawer pedestals to store delicate glassware.
In the electronics shop, tiny semi-conductors
are stored in organized, high-density storage
cabinets, while larger, heavier instruments are
housed in a Storage Wall ® system with roll-out
trays. Adjacent workbenches take advantage
of the Nexus system to hold heavy instruments
on above-worksurface shelves.

For the ultimate in versatility and mobility, schools turn to Lista’s mobile cabinets and workbenches. They feature all the flexible, highly organized storage
of our modular drawer cabinets with casters added for storage on the go.
With Lista’s mobile systems, large volumes of instruments and parts can be
moved directly to the work area where they can be readily accessible to students and trainees, a convenience that increases classroom productivity.

Lista’s Mobile Workstations Keep Industrial Education
Rolling Along at Con Edison.
At Con Edison’s 90 room Corporate
Learning Center, adult learners from
inside and outside the company take

“

Each classroom in our
facility has multiple
users, so the flexibility of

advantage of a wide range of skills

the Lista workstations is

training classes. Custom configured

extremely important. We

Lista cabinets and mobile and stationary workbenches provide Con Edison
with rugged, extremely flexible workstations. Specialized testing equipment
and heavy-duty components are

can easily change the
classroom environment
by rolling benches in
and out. We can also

mounted to butcher block cabinet tops

reconfigure drawer

to create durable, ergonomic work-

interiors to accommodate

spaces. Lista’s modular drawers pro-

different items.

vide secure, organized, space-efficient
storage for a huge range of technical
and electrical equipment that includes
meters, calipers, machine shop tools,
gas gauges and technical manuals.

”

Steve Dinardo

Facility Manager
Corporate Learning
Center
Con Edison

Lista lifetime warranty. Lista’s confidence in the quality and durability of
our materials and workmanship allows us to offer a lifetime warranty on
materials and workmanship. Please ask your Lista representative for a full
warranty statement and details.

Solutions Designed To Meet Your Needs.
Free design services. Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to provide you with a detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage
needs, free of charge. We offer solutions that are designed for maximum efficiency and future flexibility, optimizing space and functionality.
•

Floorspace utilization analysis. We can prepare plan and elevation

CAD drawings for a grouping of products, or entire room-sized solutions.
•

Customized surveys and layouts. Lista experts will survey your cur-

rent and future storage and workspace needs, and propose solutions
that provide the highest density and greatest productivity.
•

Integration with architectural and construction planning. Rely on

our experience with coordinating with architectural and construction professionals at any stage of a project’s development.
•

Lista International Corp.
106 Lowland Street
Holliston, MA 01746-2094
(800) 722-3020
Fax: (508) 429-8653
www.listaintl.com

Price quotes. We are happy to provide free estimates and price quotes

for any project, regardless of size.
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